Preface

We present the selected contributions at 2021 International Conference on Physics, Computing and Mathematical (ICPCM2021) for worldwide scholars and researchers in this volume. The authors and contributors shared their latest work in words for discussion and the readers will have the opportunity to get inspiration and help for their own study.

ICPCM was organised with support and help from experienced scientists and researchers. They offered generous help to ICPCM as committee chairs and members. We would like to give special thanks to all reviewers for taking time to help ICPCM. And the authors and participants as well. All submissions were peer-reviewed by invited reviewers (at least two) and suggestions were returned to the contributors if revision is needed. The research will be accepted only if all reviewers give positive replies. To make sure the submission is original and of innovation, we asked the author to be vigilant while preparing the paper and we have adopted strict measures such as online anti-plagiarism platforms to make sure all accepted papers meet the requirements.

ICPCM offered to the authors and participants a new platform where they can share and present their work of research and get support from worldwide scholars. We encourage participants to communicate and exchange ideas o this platform and we believe cooperation not only brings better experience, but also generates better results.